To help our clients, we launched a new PPE & Quarantine specific website, and I have also included some attachments of our favorites for your review, with detailed explanations below on those items. The inventory situation for all PPE products is so fluid, that everything is WHILE SUPPLIES LAST, so we are asking clients to call and check availability. The good news is new vendors are coming online every week as they see very strong demand into the foreseeable future.

Here is what you need to know about the attachments:

**Surgical masks (blanks)** – imported from FDA approved factories. We are telling people to use these as a bridge to receiving custom masks if needed. Boxes of 50 are $50 - $60 each. For larger quantities please call for pricing – we can get very aggressive from 10K masks up to 100K. (Under 1000 masks ships in 2 weeks or less).

**Tultex Blanks** – as the name implies no decoration, but nice cotton masks, reusable and washable. Current colors are just black & white. We are told red, navy and royal are “coming soon” (2-3 weeks for delivery)

**Vantage masks** – these we can decorate, and its 2 ply tee shirt material. the minimum is 150 units. (3-6 weeks delivery)

**Toddy masks** – we can do these as full dye sub imprints or simple one color imprint on their standard colors (4-8 weeks delivery)

**The Gaiter/Buff flyer** has been gaining some interest, as its usable as more than a mask (so could be used post pandemic) and we can do some really colorful dye sub treatments. (Delivery 4-8 weeks depending on the supplier).

**Hand sanitizers** – its basically an 8 week lead time to get custom imprinted standard sized bottles that everyone is used to with decent pricing. There is a shortage of the bottles as well as the hand sanitizer, so its just get in the que. We can air freight form China for a premium price, if absolutely necessary.

**Hand Sanitizers part 2** – If you want to look at weird or unique sizes we have had some success working with distilleries, but the sizes can be a little weird like 11.5 ounces, or a Gallon jug. We just found a vendor with 4 oz bottles in stock selling cases of 24 for $96 each – can ship Tuesday of next week – blanks unless you want me to print labels that you can affix.